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Port Street Investments is dedicated to bringing performance emphasized investment product to investment advisors and their clients.  Through our

proprietary research methodology and extensive network of informed investment professionals, we are able to �nd and access investment management �rms

that emphasize asset performance over asset gathering.   We then package these investment strategies in a mutual fund product that any investment

professional can access.

We have found that that it is often the smaller, lesser known investment managers that have delivered good performance over a full market cycle, but in many

cases these investment managers are only accessible to the most informed, sophisticated, and largest investors. WE AIM TO CHANGE THAT.
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Seeks to protect the purchasing power of
principal and its capacity to generate

income over time.

Aims to minimize the risk of principal
loss during periods of economic and

market adversity.

Attempts to outperform the general
long-term market.

Investment Professionals
In a market where investors are concerned about valuation
but want to remain invested...what are you doing?
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The Fund's investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses must be considered carefully before investing. The prospectus contains
this and other important information about the investment company, and a hard copy may be obtained by calling (855) 369-6220. Read it
carefully before investing. 

The prospectus contains this and other important information about the investment company, and a hard copy may be obtained by calling (855) 369-6220. Read it
carefully before investing.  Mutual fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. Investments in small-and mid-capitalization companies involve additional risks
such as limited liquidity and greater volatility than large capitalization companies. Investments in foreign securities involve greater volatility; political, economic and
currency risks; and di�erences in accounting methods. The Fund may have a relatively high concentration of assets in a single or smaller number of securities which can
result in reduced diversi�cation and greater volatility. The fund will bear its share of expenses and the underlying risks of investments in ETFs and other investment
companies. The market price of the shares of an ETF will �uctuate based on changes in the net asset value as well as changes in the supply and demand of its shares in
the secondary market. It is also possible that an active secondary market of an ETF's shares may not develop and market trading in the shares of the ETF may be halted
under certain circumstances.  Diversi�cation does not assure a pro�t nor protect against loss in a declining market. Active investing has higher management fees
because of the manager's increased level of involvement while passive investing has lower management and operating fees. Investing in both actively and passively
managed mutual funds involves risk and principal loss is possible. Both actively and passively managed mutual funds generally have daily liquidity. There are no
guarantees regarding the performance of actively and passively managed mutual funds. Actively managed mutual funds may have higher portfolio turnover than
passively managed funds. Excessive turnover can limit returns and can incur capital gains. 
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The Fund is o�ered only to United States residents, and information on this site is intended only for such persons. Nothing on this web site should be considered a solicitation
to buy or an o�er to sell shares of the Fund in any jurisdiction where the o�er or solicitation would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) does not approve or disapprove of any investments. sec.gov

Port Street Investments is the adviser to the Port Street Quality Growth Fund which is distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC. 

http://www.sec.gov/

